




 Due Diligence

*Disclaimer: I am not a financial advisor and I am not offering you financial advice. I am also not telling you to purchase
any of the securities listed below as their was some "real" short interest covering during the referenced times below.

TL;dr Hedgies never covered GME and we're going to see this by reviewing the below information on heavily shorted
stocks from 2020.

A Disney movie taught me, you can't know where you're going without knowing where you've been, and I would 100%
agree with that thesis.

I compared the statistics of 75 of the most heavily shorted stocks in 2020 and found some interesting information that
leads me to believe it would be IMPOSSIBLE for shorts to have covered all of their exposed short interest as share
prices trended upwards from March, 2020 - January 2021 due to increased retail trading. All of these stocks were listed
with 24% short interest or more of shares outstanding at some point during 2020. This is probably not a complete list.

Heavily Shorted Stocks

I found an article talking about heavily shorted stocks in 2020 so I decided to take a peek down the rabbit hole... I fell a
long ways. Now, it's your turn! In early 2018 the FED began the reversal of quantative easing (QE) (QE is aimed to
increase money supply in order to "stimulate" the economy) to quantative tightening (QT) (QT is aimed to decrease the
amount of liquidity within the economy). This plan lasted until early 2019 when the FED noticed the negative effects on
the market, and pumped the brakes on QT, turning back to QE to keep our economy and markets from tanking. During
QT, the economy looked to be on a decline so bears came out of hibernation and began shorting A LOT of different
stocks at heavy rates. We often hear about the "losses" that shorters suffer, but we need to keep in mind those loses are
"unrealized" until the short position is actually closed, and there is no time limit to close a short position... This note will
be important later on. We can also notice some patterns forming with quite a few of these securities after their "squeeze",
similar to that of GME. Remember, GME SI% was incredibly high compared to the other stocks on this list. I also have
evidence of what I believe to be real price discovery on a few of these stocks after short interest was truly removed,
though this is a small minority.

I did not realize how much of a cancer short interest, even a small amount, can be on a stock price until I started looking
at the deep history of these stocks, their pricing, and their amount of short interest. It would almost seem as if, once SI is
introduced, SI is responsible for price discovery as there is a complete inverse relation nearly all of the time, but that's a
story for a different day.

Here's the list of the heavily shorted stocks:

The Short Game Exposed: Exploring Leverage in 75 Highly Shorted Stocks from 
2020 in a Bull Market (24 Stocks Price Spiked on 1/27/2021... Yeah, You're Gonna 
Need to Cover Those Too SHF's)

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1


75 Heavily Shorted Stocks from 2020

Below, are the articles that I originally found that started this journey. I crosschecked their SI% with the SI% on ycharts
and used ycharts information. The February, 2020 article actually calls out naked shorting of GME like it's no big deal:
"One explanation for how it's possible that the short interest can equal nearly all existing shares is that the stock held by
institutions is loaned through a securities lending program. In this scenario, a corresponding buyer of those shorted
shares subsequently lends the shares again, and those same shares are shorted multiple times." Just naked shorting, no
big deal guys.

https://Beekingalpha.com/article/4322003-heavily-shorted-stocks-february-2020 (replace the capital "B" with an "s"

https://Beekingalpha.com/article/4379061-heavily-shorted-stocks-october-2020 (replace the captial "B" with an "s"

Another couple highlights from the Feb, 2020 article:

" 2019 was difficult for short-sellers considering what ended up being a historically strong year for the broader equity
market with the S&P 500 (SPY) returning 31%. Indeed, any bearish thesis based on an expectation that the U.S. and or
global economy would spiral into a recession simply did not pan out or at least has not yet. The combination of
supportive monetary policy, better than expected corporate earnings, and otherwise resilient economic growth was able
to push stocks over the proverbial 'wall of worry' compared to fears in the first part of last year."

https://beekingalpha.com/article/4322003-heavily-shorted-stocks-february-2020
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4379061-heavily-shorted-stocks-october-2020
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/SPY?source=content_type%3Areact%7Csection%3Amain_content%7Cbutton%3Abody_link
https://preview.redd.it/88lk4hkcdjr71.jpg?width=1199&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=5c8ed12cdae8a706710c84658bf26ac59ca5955c


" In many cases, climbing short interest has been a multi-year trend for these companies with the stocks down by even
larger amounts from their all-time high going back many years. It's fair to say that a poor stock price performance simply
attracts more bearish sentiment."

Bears are getting hungry.

Let's break down a few highlights from the 75 heavily shorted stocks:

1. 24 of the 75 stocks had a sharp run-up occur from 1/25 - 1/29/2021 similar to that of GME's on 1/27, albeit smaller
run-ups. Some have trended up and some down from these spikes.

2. Nearly all of the stocks had a similar price spike in the weeks preceeding and the weeks after 1/27/2021.

3. 54 of these 75 stocks had their share price grow by more than 50% from bottoms in February and March of 2020
compared to their peak prices in January or February of 2021.

a. 40 of those stocks saw their share price increase by more than 100%.

4. A LOT of short interest was "covered" from 12/30/20 - 2/15/21 (when most of the stocks were entering their peaks).

5. It wasn't all losing for the SHF's as 14 of these companies were delisted (due to buyout), bankruptcy, or the stock
trading under $1 (which can remove it from NYSE/NASDAQ listing if it stays low).

6. It does appear that there was some real covering on some of these securites, probably those SHF's who could still
make a profit, and some small loses, BUT short interest exposure far outweights any profits.

7. Had all of this short interest actually been covered/closed we would have seen a major drop in FINRA's reported
margin debt statistics. Instead, we've seen a GIANT margin debt ERECTION since March, 2020 (when these stock
prices began trending upwards) which has continued to rise since everything was cOvErEd.

Here is average share price of these stocks from 3/2020 - 9/2020 (The bold red line is the trend line for all):

data from ycharts.com



data from ycharts.com

A lot of these securities experienced extreme drops in March, 2020 where short interest was piled on some of these.
Average short interest for the group during these time periods are as follows:

3/13/20: 27.95%

6/30/20: 27.80%

9/30/20: 27.95%

If share prices are going up wouldn't that be bad for the shorts? Correct. Quite a few of the securities on this list actually
saw an increase in SI% while the stock price was trending up (GME being the prime example, increase from 84.25% on
6/30/20 to 105.30% on 9/30/20 while the share price trended up from $4.80 - $10.35).

Let's get to the fun stuff. Heavily shorted stocks share pricing and SI% of all shares outstanding near the run-up dates
(all data from ycharts.com):

Average share price is growing over time.

Here is the average short interest % of outstanding shares during the same time period (The bold red line is the trend
line for all):

https://ycharts.com/
https://preview.redd.it/aymoqez6qhr71.jpg?width=976&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=79383dfce79978dd64f885ca0ebf27065dcc843e


Group 1 of 1/27/21 Share Price Run-Ups

Reported Short Interest 1/29/21 (My closing out at the peaks must have been EXPENSIVE)

As can be seen, the share prices and SI% correlation seems to indicate a short squeeze took place on all these stocks...
But wait, THERE'S MOOOORE.

https://preview.redd.it/ky5nfjk9bgr71.jpg?width=1113&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=9cd78992d4bee1d432fa68bc23a839181a951465


Group 2 of 1/27/21 Share Price Run-ups... Maybe you're already seeing some correlating prices post 1/27/21? But, I thought tHeY cOvErEd? (Look at

3/21 and 6/21)

Reported Short Interest 1/29/21... Covering a buttload of shorts

https://preview.redd.it/p3jxjeqsbgr71.jpg?width=1225&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=f96fb7383c0a817c4cf8e5417a44fdc06521f2b2


Group 3 of 1/27/21 Share Price Run-Ups. Boy, I'm still seeing some correlating patterns

Reported Short Interest 1/29/21... More "covering"

https://preview.redd.it/z142h3y9dgr71.jpg?width=1223&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=76ab2c4cbcf6667220aa720cb909f636206f1e8b


Group 4 of 1/27/21 Run-ups

Reported Short Interest 1/29/21... I said, tHey cOvErEd

https://preview.redd.it/ze33pagqggr71.jpg?width=1221&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=97a767d727f1081a9df6d8dcd6a52ae438fe6f64


Group 1 of 2/8 - 2/10/21 Run-ups on heavily shorted stocks... Patterns, patterns everywhere

Let's take a look at a few more. Here are the 2/8 - 2/10/21 run-ups on heavily shorted stocks:

Reported Short Interest 2/12/21... And... It's gone. (1/29 short interest is one tick back)

https://preview.redd.it/a9hkmtybhgr71.jpg?width=1224&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=9454ba0ae74eab8cdad785ce5f224063849a37fc


Group 2 of 2/8 - 2/10/21 Run-ups on heavily shorted stocks...

Reported Short Interest 1/29/21 (the chart says 1/15, but the line is over 1/29 data)

https://preview.redd.it/p9a6hxxaigr71.jpg?width=1111&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=53185ff764b6dff6bfd525e7b4dc3a9bd7b9b3da


Here's some things to remember:

Short sales are ALWAYS held in margin accounts because you're borrowing something that isn't yours that needs
to be RETURNED.

Initial and Maintenance Margin requirements are substantially higher for short shares versus long shares opened
and held in margin accounts.

Long Margin Positions: Customer is required to put at least 50% cash down (in a margin account) and up to
50% may be borrowed. Customer equity must not sink below 25% the current market value of the securities
in the account or a margin call will occur (maintenance margin).

Short Positions: Initial cash deposited into a margin account must be equal to 150% the value of the short
position being opened (1 short share at a $5.00 price would require $7.50 in margin). Maintenance margin is
125% minimally compared to current share price of the security.

It would seem that if a lot of short positions were open, and the prices started to go up, we would see a pretty heavy
spike in FINRA's reported margin debt... What's that? We have seen a giant spike since March, 2020? Interesting... Well,
certainly when they closed all those leveraged short positions from December, 2020 - February, 2021 we would have
seen a dramatic drop in margin debt... Wait a second, it keeps going up! This cannot be possible with the sheer amount
of leveraged short positions being "closed" UNLESS there's still exposure we're not seeing. Hasn't the S&P 500 been on
a rocket climb since last year? If these were margin long positions wouldn't their margin requirements be dropping,
causing a decrease in margin debt? Yes, it should. I see your shorts Ken.

https://www.finra.org/investors/learn-to-invest/advanced-investing/margin-statistics

https://preview.redd.it/lt91mlvligr71.jpg?width=1226&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=ac8eeb01c4ee223c5cea8c69c971dc424dbea185


Ruh Roh Raggy, why you not drop like a rock?

Okay, I've got 3 more pictures available to try and show you how I got here. First things first, as mentioned earlier, there
is no time limit on how long a short position can remain open so we need to start thinking bigger picture, put on the wide
view lenses to figure out price points that hedgies took out shorts to determine exposure/leverage. Here's a good
example of a security I believe was allowed to unwind short interest after March, 2020:

10 year view RH Price (purple) v. RH Short Interest (Orange)

https://preview.redd.it/rni3dqgg9mr71.jpg?width=651&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=b996c431cc4bcf4061b8ef66456e14947e8551c3


As can be seen by the graph, from 2013 - 2015 SI was ramped up from basically nothing to about 27% SI in the $40 to
$100 range. It appears they unloaded some of these positions during 2016. Not sure why the price dropped though.
Short interest was then reapplied from early 2016 to late 2017 around the $25 - $80 range, but the price continued to
climb which most likely made the SHF's realize they were in a losing battle. After this, short interest was gradually
reduced, tapering off hard in 2020 which allowed the stock price to climb, reaching roughly $720 this year.

Here's another shorted security where it appears short interest is being pulled back, allowing some level of actual price
discovery, in comparison to GME:

DDS Price (blue), short interest (green) & GME Price (purple), short interest (orange)

DDS went from a short interest of 20.19% on 12/31/2020 to 5.23% by 2/26/2021. DDS had an initial squeeze to $104.46
and has trended up ever since. That's a short interest of less than 1/5 of what GME had reported on 12/31/2020 at
109.3%, and I've got to assume GME has had a bit more buying/holding pressure than DDS over the past 10 months.
This chart is my clearest indication that GME short interest has not been covered, and that some other high short interest
stocks are being unwound so real price discovery can happen.

Last image, GME short interest 5-year chart:

GME Price (purple) v, Short Interest (orange)

https://preview.redd.it/y5one094air71.jpg?width=918&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=9c61d52456515f34901a584c882192c99ddb4ed7


GME short interest rapidly grew in late 2018 - late 2019 with a price range of roughly $16 when the shorting spree 
began, to a low share price of roughly $6.15 before backing off and reapplying in later 2020 with a price range of roughly
$4.00 when the shorting began, to a share price of roughly $11.88 at it's peak (shorting on the way up). Anybody still 
think the hedgies covered?

These seem like catastropic losses across the board. Why aren't hedgies buildings catching fire? Why margin debt 
continue to skyrocket? Why other securities showing major price improvements as SI% drops?

BECAUSE HEDGIES COULDN'T COVER GME WITHOUT GOING
BANKRUPT.

Retail Involvement is Cause of Rising Share Prices

Many of you are surely wondering why the prices steadily increased in 2020 while we were in the midst of you know 
what, and I'm not going to give you a long, complicated story because it is simple, and I've already written about it. The 
simple answer is it was you. Summary: There was a 95% increase in the S&P 500 trading volume in June of 2020 
compared to October of 2019, and there is evidence to support that this was primarily you, the retail investor, and that 
instituational liquidity hadn't really improved. ATS reported trading went through the roof (where retail orders are routed) 
during this time, and the average trade size reduced (instead of getting 10,000 share orders, they were getting smaller 
orders). This trend has continued and accelerated into 2021.

Supporting Evidence:

NYSE Data Insights Article

Trading Volume is Up from 2020's Breakneck Pace as Retail Investors Jump In

Q2 2021 Retail Investing Already Outpacing 2020 Totals

Additional Notes on Heavily Shorted Securities

I'm all out of pictures, but here's some more information to finish this bad boy off.

Companies with high short interest in 2020 where the hedgies appear to have won, or are winning: 

CRC: Filed bankruptcy October, 2020

WPG: Trading under $1

MNK: Under $1

GTT: Under $1

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/ok494x/the_rise_of_the_retail_investor_in_early_2020/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://preview.redd.it/9r8pxib5gir71.jpg?width=953&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=120eed8d027002c4739b0dafd7bdb3e71b9b33fc


GTT: Under $1

VAL: Filed bankruptcy 5/2021

AMAG: Delisted, bought by Covis Group

MSGN: Delisted, bought by MSG Entertainment

ERI: Delisted, merger with Ceasars Entertainment

FIT: Delisted, bought by Google

WDR: Delisted, bought by Macquarie

HIIQ: Delisted, bought by Benefytt Tech

INTEQ: Delisted

JCPNQ: Delisted

MIK: delisted, going private, bought by Apollo Management Group

Interesting Stock Price/SI% Charts to Review (remember, zoom out, sometimes to max view): 

LGND

SKT

CLVS

MAC

M

DVAX

CVM

CLF

There's plenty more out there to review. Again, I'm not telling you to buy any of these, GME is the way, but there appears
to be exposed short interest everywhere and when the debt bubble pops it'll certainly be interesting (and frightening) to
watch it unfold.

I don't care where you're hiding them Ken, whether it be in married puts/calls, swaps, FTD's, the mayo jar, etc. It's about
time to pay up. You have been weighed, you have been measured, and you have been found wanting.

Remember, don't trust information blindly. Go look into these comparison's for yourself. You can open a 7 day free trial
version of ycharts anytime... Buckle up. See you on the other side of the moon.

Tanks fo' reedin'
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